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STUDENT SENATE
S17RS
SGFB No. 7
BY: Senators Bam, Green and Fontenot

A FINANCE BILL
To allocate a maximum of three thousand four hundred fifteen dollars and zero cents ($3,415.00) from the Student Government Legislative Contingency Account to help with costs associated with organizing the 2017 Graduate Student Symposium on March 17th-19th at Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON), hosted by the Coast and Environment Graduate Organization (CEGO).

PARAGRAPH 1: Whereas, CEGO is a Louisiana State University (LSU) organization for graduate students in the College of the Coast and Environment; and

PARAGRAPH 2: Whereas, the Graduate Student Symposium (GSS) is an annual event since 1999 where graduate students from LSU, the University of South Alabama, the University of Southern Mississippi and other Gulf universities meet to present their research on marine, biological, and environmental sciences; and

PARAGRAPH 3: Whereas, this event allows students to practice presenting research and share ideas on research in a cordial environment of their peers at a suitable cost for graduate students; and

PARAGRAPH 4: Whereas, the GSS rotates annually between attending universities, and LSU is hosting this year’s symposium; and

PARAGRAPH 5: Whereas, CEGO has made many attempts to raise money to fund GSS, including organizational sponsorship, faculty sponsorship, and membership dues; and

PARAGRAPH 6: Whereas, the allocated money will be used for alleviating the costs of the venue and of lodging and food for twenty five LSU students; and

PARAGRAPH 7: Whereas, the money will be allocated as follows:
1. **Lodging for 2 nights at $28 per student per night** ($1400)
2. **Breakfast for 2 days at $9 per student per meal** ($450)
3. **Lunch at $10 per student per meal** ($250)
4. **Dinner at $14 per student per meal** ($350)
5. **Seafood Dinner at $25 per student per meal** ($625)
6. **Auditorium rental fee** ($250)
7. **Abstract booklet printing** ($200)

**Paragraph 8:** Therefore, be it enacted by the Louisiana State University Student Senate that a maximum of three thousand four hundred fifteen dollars and zero cents ($3,415.00) be allocated from the Student Government Contingency Account for expenses related to CEGO hosting the 2017 Graduate Student Symposium; and

**Paragraph 9:** Be it further resolved that a copy of this bill be transmitted to Alisa Jones, Student Government Financial Coordinator, and Dr. Vincent Wilson, advisor of the Coast and Environment Graduate Organization.

**Paragraph 10:** This bill shall take effect upon passage by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the LSU Student Senate and signature by the President, upon lapse of time for presidential action, or if vetoed by the President and subsequently approved by the Senate, on the date of such approval.

Approved:

Alex de Gravelle  
Speaker of the Senate

Zachary A. Faircloth  
Student Body President

Date:__________________  Date:__________________